GAS

PUTTING
CUSTOMERS FIRST

Today’s customers can shape
the market ensuring that the
services they receive really
do meet their needs.

Introduction
The gas industry as with the wider energy world is evolving
rapidly, driven initially by the consequences of policies on
climate change, market structure and regulation, and now
increasingly by the impact on customer behaviour of new
technologies available throughout the energy chain. All these
changes reinforce an emphasis on meeting customer interests
by placing customers at the heart of the energy system,
confirmed in the objectives of the Energy Union.
Today over 118 million customers are supplied with gas
meaning that 250 million Europeans rely on gas across the
residential, industrial and power sectors.
As a result of market developments, customers can benefit
from more competitive prices, a better quality of services that
are closer to their priorities and an enhanced understanding of
their energy use. Their ability to choose suppliers and select
from a range of offers, coupled with more clarity on their rights
gives them the possibility to shape the market ensuring that
the services they receive really do meet their needs. In the
future, supported by technological developments and new
information technology services, customers will have the
opportunity to explore more tailored services, manage more
their own energy use and become suppliers of energy in an
integrated market.
Eurogas engages with customer associations, regulators and
the European Commission, as well as other stakeholders, to
define the best practices that will lead in this direction. Eurogas
is a signatory to the CEER/BEUC 2020 Customer Vision,
underpinned by the principles of Reliability, Affordability,
Simplicity, and Protection & Empowerment (RASP), and sets
out here how the gas business contributes to these.
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Reliability
Suppliers seek ways to improve
the clarity of communications
with their customers.
The more reliable the supply and the services they receive, the more customers will trust
the energy market.
Gas arrives at the home, office or at work as and when it is required. Its safe and reliable
transportation is the responsibility of the operators of the gas networks through which
it travels. These operators may also ensure the accurate measurement of a customer’s
consumption (metering), provide the electronic systems and tools (such as switching systems)
for suppliers to compete in the provision of energy and services to customers. They may
also provide information to customers on the environmental benefits of gas, how to use it
more efficiently and at the same time reduce their bills. For new customers, operators
seek to ensure a speedy and high-quality level of service in connecting the customer.
Reliability has another sense. The customer has to be confident in the accuracy
of information they receive from their suppliers and the quality of the packages
they sign up to. Suppliers seek continual improvement and in recent years have made
their communications with customers, more reader-friendly and easier to understand.
They often design bills and other information after consulting customers’ views
through focus groups.
Customer-focused research to establish their needs and preferences is an
important part of a supplier’s approach to the market. Their communication
strategy, innovative to meet changing tastes, is a competitive tool.
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Affordability
Customers benefit from increased
competition in the market, whether
gas to gas or inter-fuel competition.
Energy is sourced in a global market place, in which demand continues to rise. Efficient
procurement strategies prioritise supply security, especially by sourcing gas from different
parts of Europe and the world (see breakdown of EU-28 supplies, 2013). Suppliers through
management of varied and diversified supply portfolios try to keep down costs along the chain
from production to end-use to improve the competitiveness of the end-product. Customers
benefit from increased competition in the market, whether gas to gas or inter-fuel competition.
Customers receive advice from their energy company on how to reduce their consumption and
therefore their bills. Going beyond advice, companies may also offer incentives and financing
plans to their customers to help them install more efficient gas appliances or insulate their
properties, giving them the same level of comfort or performance, with reduced consumption.
Because elements additional to the commodity price make up the final bill to customers,
such as transportation costs, taxes, environmental levies, it is not always easy for them
to compare the commodity prices and see the benefits of moving to a different deal.
Therefore suppliers present breakdowns of the price components to help their
understanding.
New developments will open up more opportunities for customers to optimise their
energy use, particularly, through the use of smart appliances, smart meters and
also through demand-side response.
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Source: Eurogas Statistical Report, 2014
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Simplicity
Clear, transparent and simplified
presentation of bills, products and offers
enable customers to make the right choices.
For customers to be confident about exercising their market choices and seizing opportunities,
they need transparent, clear, presentations of billing information, as well as adequate details
of products and offers. The switching process has to be straight forward and dependable.
Clear information should help the customer compare market offers, for example by showing
annual costs likely to be incurred at their consumption rate, or a unit comparison charge.
The goal of simplicity, however, should not mean that suppliers are unable to offer innovative
products. The possibility to innovate personalises a brand, enables suppliers to tailor
products to individual customer needs and to be more competitive.
To support simplicity, suppliers engage in direct contact with customers to find out
what their service priorities are.
Furthermore, through their websites and other information and technology tools,
such as Apps, suppliers can now offer customers a level of choice in the information
they want to see. Customers are then free to determine their own level of simplicity.
In future market design, where more market actors may be in contact with
customers, the goal of simplicity will become even more important.
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Smart thermostats enable customers to be in control of their heating
requirements from anywhere at any time of the day or night with just
a few taps on their smartphone, tablet or laptop. One such product is
Hive Active Heating, a British Gas Innovation. The Hive system works
with the existing heating system, even with separate hot water tanks
and there is no need to change energy suppliers.
Packed with clever features, the Hive App is the easiest way to control heating and hot water from
any location. Customers can even tell Hive their holiday dates ensuring the heating system is in
sleep mode until their return.
British Gas has installed Hive in over 200,000 homes so far. One of these customers, Philippa,
finds Hive a useful addition for her busy household, where she and her husband both work while
raising two children. Philippa says:

“It’s so flexible and because it’s on my phone, it’s just so easy to use at any point.
I try to think about what the schedule needs to be for next week and when I want to put
my heating and hot water on...The App is really, really easy to use.”
Hive is currently available in the UK, and in Ireland where it is sold via Bord Gáis Energy, part of Centrica.
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Protection &
empowerment
A well-functioning market offers the best
means to protect the interests of all customers
including the most vulnerable.
Meeting the essential principles of reliability, affordability and simplicity goes a long way to
protecting customers’ interests and enabling them to participate in the market more actively
than in the past. A well-functioning market, involving a customer’s access to clear, reliable
information and to goods and services that meet their needs empowers a customer.
Energy companies aim to maintain high commercial standards in all their dealings with
customers. In the case of a complaint, companies offer problem solving services and learn
lessons when practices fall short. If after these processes, the customer is still unhappy,
then the use of an ombudsman is a means to find a solution.
A well-functioning market offers the best means to protect the interests of all customers
including the most vulnerable. However, depending on the national policy and
legislative frameworks, companies also contribute in various ways to easing the
difficulties of different categories of vulnerable customers.
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case studies

Gas Natural Distribution in Spain provides customers with
a web-based tool that allows them to compare easily the
estimated costs of heating, hot water and cooking for their
home using different energy sources. In this example, a
customer in a household comprising four people is shown
the savings per year for water heated from natural gas
compared with heating oil.

the natural gas saver
Using “The Saver”, our energy comparison tool,
discover how much you can save by installing natural gas.

total savings

91,22 €/year
(7,6 €/month)

Estimate of what you
currently pay in energy
for these uses:

For these same
uses with natural gas,
you’d pay:

Equivalent natural gas
consumption to
current power used:

418,21 €/year

326,99 €/year

3.651,57 kWh/year

(34,85 €/month)

(27,25 €/month)

(304,3 kWh/month)

How is this savings calculated?
Source: Gas Natural Distribution, Spain, January 2015
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Energy savings through more
efficient heating appliances.
Dutch gas trading company,
GasTerra, estimates that
Dutch homes have become
50% more efficient in terms
of gas use since 1980 with
23% of this attributed to the
replacement of traditional
boilers by modern
condensing boilers. Contrary
to many other markets, the
gas-condensing boiler is
already the prevailing boiler
in the Netherlands.

Today’s smart applications for the home are easy to use, energy
efficient, good for the environment and they save the customer money.

23%

CONTROL UNIT
interface for
comfortable handling
and centralized
regulation of all
thermostats
WINDOW SENSOR
opening a window
in a room lowers
the temperature
in the heating device

more efficient now
than in 1980
by switching
to gas-condensing
boilers

ECO SWITCH
lowers the temperature
in all heating devices
(before leaving the
house)

CONTROL VIA INTERNET
all system settings can be
controlled and changed
via the internet
PLUG IN ADAPTER
may control and
regulate other
devices, e.g.
additional
electricity heating

THERMOSTATS
control and
regulation
of thermostats
at home and
away from home

Source: Thüga, 2015
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The role of gas in
energy innovation
In a more complex energy world in which gas has and

Continued innovation in the gas supply chain is essential

will continue to have a significant role, companies aim

and we see many developments in progress that should be

to uphold and improve on all of these principles. A key

of benefit to customers.

facilitator of innovation will continue to be the use
of data and both suppliers and distribution systems
operators need to take action to ensure that the privacy
and confidentiality of a customer’s data is protected.
In the future, this data will underpin new opportunities
for customers to shape the energy market such as
demand-side response.

The use of information and communication technology now
enables interaction and integration on multiple levels, and
to the benefit of the end user. Customers can improve their
carbon footprint and save money, all from their mobile phones,
tablets and laptops. Such smart systems are essential
for improving the way we receive our energy, and gas has
an important role to play in this smart energy future.

smart gas: smart future
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Eurogas will help ensure that the
gas industry continues to evolve to
meet both the customer needs and
environmental challenges, and to
collaborate across the energy sector to
create even smarter energy systems.

Eurogas represents the sectors towards the EU institutions and, as such, participates in the Madrid Gas
Regulatory Forum, the Gas Coordination Group, the Citizens Energy Forum and other stakeholder groups.
Its members work together, analysing the impact of EU political and legislative initiatives on their
business and communicating their findings and suggestions to the EU stakeholders.
The association also provides statistics and forecasts on gas consumption. For this, the association
can draw on national data supplied by its member companies and associations.
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